SeeChange™ Lite

View, Manage, and Respond to Your Supply Chain from
a Mobile Device
APL Logistics understands the challenges of managing and controlling a
complex global supply chain.
As a step towards enhancing our suite of value-added services and to address
the increased mobile needs of our customers who require instant and reliable
access, APL Logistics has developed SeeChange Lite, a streamlined mobile
version of our web-based shipment tracking and collaboration tool, SeeChange.

Introducing SeeChange Lite
SeeChange Lite – a free, downloadable application compatible with Apple,
Android and Blackberry devices, provides customers with secure and
convenient shipment tracking capabilities. This mobile application is specially
designed to help you keep up with time-critical information so you can quickly
respond to shifting customer demands and make the right supply chain
decisions, wherever, whenever.
In addition to providing real-time shipment tracking, SeeChange Lite also allows
you to retrieve shipment, equipment and booking summaries, providing you
with full control of your supply chain, at every step of the way.
To further facilitate collaboration between supply chain partners, users with
advanced access can also add useful information to a particular Shipment or
Purchase Order. Communicate with your partners by using the time and userstamped Comments function or call a Purchase Order to attention using the
Hot PO Flag indicator in the application. SeeChange Lite is interactive, allowing
users to associate an event against a shipment, improving efficiency across the
entire supply chain.
With SeeChange Lite, you can:

•• Track your shipments by shipment number, equipment number or booking
••
••
••
••
••
••

number with advanced access
View booking information
View shipment status alerts
View equipment information
Conduct advanced shipment search with additional search filters after log in
Create and update event reference information
Flag urgency of a purchase order or equipment

Downloading SeeChange Lite is fast and easy. Just visit:

Contact your APL Logistics Representative to discover how our supply chain
management technology tools can help you better manage your business.
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For more information, contact contact your APL Logistics Representative
or visit www.apllogistics.com.
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